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SAMPLE – Word/Phrase Single Level Spinning 
(Copyrighted Content – Not for Re-use) 

 

 

Summary 

{{Melbourne, Australia|Melbourne} is {a city|a metropolis} with {a diverse|a varied|a multifarious} and 

{accepting|welcoming|accommodating} {population|populace} where {finding a date|getting dates} is 

now {easy|simple|painless}}. {The {city|metropolis} {offers|provides} daters both {new|the 

latest|novel} and {traditional|conventional|customary} {options|alternatives|choices} {for dating|to get 

dates}}. {Speed dating and {online dating|internet dating} are two of the {latest|newest|most recent} 

additions to the dating {scene|milieu|landscape} in {Melbourne|this metropolis|this city}}. 

 

------------------------------------------------------- 

 

{{Dating Scene in Melbourne|Melbourne’s Dating Scene|Dating Trends in Melbourne|Melbourne’s 

Dating Trends|Melbourne’s Dating Landscape|The Dating Landscape in Melbourne}} 

 

{{Melbourne, Australia|Melbourne} is {a great|an excellent|a very good} {place|city|metropolis|urban 

centre} for {singles|the single population} {looking to find a date|on the lookout for dates|looking for an 

active dating scene}}. {{The city's|Here, the} dating {scene|landscape|milieu} has {changed|undergone 

a change|witnessed a change|transformed} {in the recent past|of late} to {include|embrace} 

{new|novel|fresh} {options|alternatives|choices} for {those|singles|people} {looking for dates|on the 

lookout for dates|wanting to date}}. {Two of the {latest|newest|upcoming} {trends|developments} on 

the Melbourne dating scene {are|include} {online|internet} dating and speed-dating}. {{In addition 

to|Besides} this, Melbourne also {retains|maintains|preserves} its traditional 

{options|alternatives|choices} for {those|people} {looking to find a date|looking for a date|on the 

lookout for dates}}. {{Some of the|A few of the} {options|alternatives|choices} 

{preferred|favored|chosen} by Melbournians are {meeting|interacting|socializing} at {bars, pubs, 

gardens, coffee houses, sports events|bars, coffee houses, gardens, sports tournaments|coffee houses, 

soccer and tennis events, pubs and bars|sports tournaments, gardens, pubs, bars} etc}. 

 

{{New|The Latest} {Trends|Developments} on the Melbourne Dating Scene} 

 

{{Online dating|Internet dating} has become {extremely|most|exceedingly} {convenient|hassle-free} for 

and {popular|well known|much accepted} among {daters|the dating population} in the 

{city|metropolis}}. {This is the {ideal|perfect|best} {option|alternative|way} for those {wanting to 

find|looking to find|on the lookout for} {a suitable|an appropriate} date {without|with not} having to 

{worry|bother|fret} about the {limitations|restrictions|constraints} of time}. {{Online dating|Internet 

dating} is also {well suited|appropriate|fitting|a fitting option} for Melbournians who {would like 

to|wish to|want to|prefer to} {interact|socialize|mingle} with and {get to know|get familiarized with} 

{someone|a person} {before|prior to} {going out on a date with|dating} them}. 

 

{Speed dating is {another|one more|the other} trend that is {catching up|becoming popular} 

{quickly|fast|swiftly} on the Melbourne dating scene}. {In this {form|type|kind} of dating, you 
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{participate|engage|involve yourself} in {quick|fast} interactive {sessions|meetings|get-togethers} with 

{several|many|various} dates}. {{If you are interested in a date|If a particular date interests you|If you 

find a particular date appealing}, you will {have|need} to {inform|tell} the {organizer|coordinator} 

about it}. {If the {date|other person} {reciprocates this preference|responds positively}, the 

{organizer|coordinator} will {offer|provide} {both of you|both individuals} {each other’s|their} contact 

{information|details|info}}. 

 

{{Traditional|Conventional} Dating {Options|Alternatives|Choices} in Melbourne} 

 

{{The nightlife in the city|The nightlife} is {ideal|perfect|just right} for {an active|a buzzing|a 

dynamic|an energetic|a vibrant} Melbourne dating scene}. {It is {vibrant|dynamic}, 

{lively|energetic|buzzing} and capable of {catering to|meeting} {everyone’s|different people's} 

{expectations|preferences} with {over|more than} 200 {pubs|watering holes} and 50 {clubs|nightclubs} 

{in just its CBD|in just its Central Business District} {area|space|vicinity|suburbs}}. {These are 

{great|excellent|some amazing} {places|areas|locations} to {meet|get in touch with|cross paths with} 

{men and women|those} who {enjoy|take pleasure in} nightlife and {meeting|socializing with} {other 

people|like minded people}}. {{So|Therefore}, if you are {looking to find a date|looking for a date|on 

the lookout for a date} who is {outgoing|an extrovert} and {likes|is fond of} {music, food and 

drinks|food, drinks, dancing etc|drinks and food} then {bars, pubs and clubs|nightclubs, pubs and 

bars|pubs and nightclubs} are the {best|ideal|perfect|fitting} {places|settings} for it}. 

 

{Another {wonderful|great|excellent} place to {meet|interact with} {men and women in 

Melbourne|Melbourne’s singles|the city’s men and women} are {parks and gardens|gardens|outdoors, in 

gardens and parks}}. {These {spots|places|spaces} are {frequented|visited} by people who {enjoy|take 

pleasure in} {the outdoors|getting out in the nature}}. {{Here|In these spots|In these locations} you can 

also {meet|come across} {potential|prospective} dates who {have|own} pets and {want|wish} to {take 

them out|go out with them} for {a walk|a saunter} {in the park|in public parks}}. {So, if you {like|are 

fond of} {pets|animals} and {want|wish} to {meet|come across} someone who shares {your interest in 

them|this common interest}, {parks and gardens|gardens and parks|public parks and gardens} are the 

{ideal|perfect} {places|locations|areas|spots} for you}. {Some of the {popular|well known} gardens 

{frequented|visited} by those {looking to find a date|on the lookout for dates} in Melbourne 

{are|include} the {Fitzroy Gardens, King’s Domain, The Royal Botanic Gardens and Alexandra 

Gardens|Alexandra Gardens and The Royal Botanic Gardens|King’s Domain and The Royal Botanic 

Gardens|Royal Botanic Gardens and Fitzroy Gardens}}. 

 

{Both {men and women|the male and female population} in Melbourne {enjoy|like} {going for 

events|stepping out for events} {be they car or bike|whether they are bike or car|be they bike or car} 

{races|tournaments}, {boat shows or sports events|sports tournaments and boating events|boating and 

other sports events}}. {If you {too|also} {like|enjoy} such {social|outdoor} {situations|occasions}, these 

{venues|areas|settings} are {ideal|perfect|just right} for {meeting|coming across} {a potential|a 

prospective} {date who shares your|date with a common} {enthusiasm|interest} for it}. {Some of the 

{preferred|favored|most popular} sports {events|tournaments} on the Melbourne dating scene 

{are|include} the {Melbourne Cup, Australian Open, Soccer, Cricket and AFL|AFL, Australian Open, 

Melbourne Cup, cricket and soccer|Australian Open, AFL, Melbourne Cup, soccer and cricket}}. 

 


